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and﻿dissemination﻿of﻿public﻿opinion﻿on﻿network.﻿Based﻿on﻿ system﻿dynamics,﻿ this﻿ article﻿ further﻿
proposes﻿a﻿comprehensive﻿causal﻿relationship﻿model﻿to﻿explore﻿the﻿factors﻿affecting﻿the﻿consequence﻿






Network, Public Opinion, Simulation, System Dynamics
INTRODUCTION
Public﻿opinion﻿has﻿been﻿defined﻿as﻿ a﻿ collection﻿of﻿views﻿ regarding﻿an﻿ issue﻿ that﻿ affects﻿many﻿
(Corbett,﻿1991).﻿ It﻿ is﻿ a﻿process﻿associated﻿with﻿multiple﻿ factors﻿ (Foote﻿&﻿Hart,﻿1953;﻿Price﻿&﻿
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The﻿study﻿of﻿ the﻿public﻿opinion﻿process﻿often﻿ includes﻿psychological﻿ components﻿ (attitudes﻿













































formation﻿of﻿ individual﻿ attitudes﻿ and﻿opinions,﻿group﻿opinion﻿processes,﻿personal﻿ sampling,﻿ and﻿
inter-group﻿communication.
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Hoffman,﻿Glynn,﻿Huge,﻿Sietman,﻿and﻿Thomson﻿(2007)﻿point﻿out﻿that﻿public﻿opinion﻿process﻿
consists﻿ of﻿ interactions﻿ among﻿ various﻿ factors,﻿ including﻿ relevant﻿ predispositions,﻿ media﻿ use,﻿

































EIGHT MECHANISMS wORKING ON THE EVOLUTION 
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Netizens﻿ influence﻿ each﻿other﻿by﻿ their﻿ opinions.﻿Opinions﻿diffuse﻿ through﻿ the﻿highly﻿ interactive﻿



















Figure 1. The eight mechanisms working on the evolution of public opinion on network
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When﻿ disturbing﻿ mechanism﻿ works,﻿ public﻿ opinion﻿ spreads﻿ synchronously﻿ on﻿ network﻿ with﻿
noises﻿that﻿change﻿the﻿original﻿information.﻿The﻿noises﻿include﻿obstruct,﻿distort,﻿and﻿interfere﻿factors.
FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONSEQUENCE OF 
PUBLIC OPINION ON NETwORK
In﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿big﻿data,﻿the﻿network﻿public﻿opinion﻿system﻿is﻿complex,﻿dynamic,﻿and﻿multiple.﻿











Public﻿ opinion﻿ on﻿ network﻿ originates﻿ from﻿ netizens’﻿ attention﻿ and﻿ discussion.﻿ When﻿ certain﻿









Figure 2. Factors affecting the consequence of public opinion on network
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and﻿ abruptness,﻿ the﻿ Internet﻿ has﻿become﻿a﻿ channel﻿ for﻿ individuals﻿ to﻿ express﻿ their﻿ opinions﻿ and﻿
to﻿communicate﻿with﻿each﻿other.﻿Other﻿ than﻿providing﻿real﻿ information﻿that﻿are﻿beneficial﻿ to﻿ the﻿
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development﻿ of﻿ society,﻿ the﻿ Internet﻿ also﻿ contains﻿ reactionary,﻿ violence,﻿ rumors,﻿ attacking﻿ and﻿
defaming,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿much﻿false﻿information﻿(Ning,Yijun,﻿Ruya,﻿&﻿Qianqian,﻿2012).
New﻿ media,﻿ particularly﻿ Facebook,﻿ WeChat,﻿ Instagram,﻿ blogs,﻿ microblogging,﻿ and﻿ forums,﻿
become﻿the﻿carrier﻿for﻿the﻿diffusion﻿of﻿public﻿opinion.﻿With﻿the﻿rapid﻿development﻿of﻿new﻿media,﻿
information﻿becomes﻿more﻿open﻿and﻿diversified.﻿Meanwhile,﻿media﻿become﻿decentralized﻿as﻿well.﻿
New﻿media﻿ are﻿ changing﻿ the﻿mode﻿ for﻿ information﻿dissemination﻿ and﻿provide﻿new﻿channels﻿ for﻿
information﻿achieve.﻿ In﻿new﻿media﻿era,﻿nodes﻿ in﻿ information﻿dissemination﻿ include﻿network﻿and﻿




























Figure 3. A causal relationship model for netizens’ role
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Management﻿ degree﻿ of﻿ government﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿ extent﻿ to﻿ which﻿ government﻿ controls﻿
the﻿spread﻿of﻿public﻿opinion﻿ for﻿ stabilizing﻿social﻿order.﻿Government﻿can﻿ take﻿measures﻿ to﻿
decrease﻿damages﻿caused﻿by﻿public﻿opinion﻿on﻿network,﻿to﻿increase﻿government﻿credibility,﻿
and﻿ to﻿ reduce﻿ the﻿ negative﻿ influence﻿ caused﻿ by﻿ public﻿ opinion﻿ on﻿ network.﻿ The﻿ measures﻿
include﻿ responding﻿ to﻿ public﻿ opinion﻿ swiftly,﻿ releasing﻿ authoritative﻿ information﻿ timely,﻿





Figure 4. A causal relationship model for media’s role
Figure 5. A causal relationship model for government role
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This﻿ model﻿ describes﻿ the﻿ factors,﻿ positive﻿ feedback,﻿ and﻿ negative﻿ feedback﻿ affecting﻿ the﻿
consequence﻿of﻿public﻿opinion﻿on﻿network.﻿The﻿state﻿of﻿ the﻿ system﻿ is﻿ indicated﻿by﻿accumulated﻿
stock.﻿The﻿ flows﻿ reflect﻿ the﻿ stock﻿change﻿with﻿ time.﻿The﻿ follow﻿charts﻿ in﻿ the﻿model﻿ are﻿helpful﻿
for﻿distinguishing﻿variables,﻿understanding﻿the﻿roles﻿of﻿factors,﻿ identifying﻿feedback﻿process,﻿and﻿
performing﻿management.
Consequence﻿ of﻿ public﻿ opinion﻿ on﻿ network﻿ is﻿ the﻿ stock﻿ quantity﻿ index,﻿ which﻿ indicates﻿ the﻿
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Figure 6. A comprehensive causal relationship model for factors affecting the consequence of public opinion on network
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The﻿ role﻿of﻿events﻿ is﻿determined﻿by﻿event﻿ sensitivity﻿and﻿event﻿ influence.﻿The﻿value﻿can﻿be﻿
obtained﻿from﻿expert﻿scoring.﻿Since﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿events﻿will﻿decrease﻿with﻿time,﻿the﻿speed﻿of﻿fading﻿
will﻿be﻿high﻿in﻿a﻿later﻿time.﻿The﻿function﻿was﻿adopted﻿to﻿demonstrate﻿the﻿change﻿as﻿below:
GP AM= ( )3 35. *ln ﻿ (2)
Media report frequency
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As﻿ shown﻿ in﻿ Figure﻿ 11,﻿ the﻿ mutual﻿ influence﻿ from﻿ the﻿ subsystems﻿ of﻿ netizen,﻿ media,﻿ and﻿
government﻿grow﻿first﻿and﻿then﻿decline﻿slowly.
Figure 8. The impact of events, netizen attention, and netizens
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Figure 10. The role of the government
Figure 11. The role of netizen, media, and government
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Figure 12. The quantum subsystem of netizens
Figure 13. The quantum subsystem of media
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Figure 14. The quantum subsystem of government
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